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SOLO 100 litter bin

Solo is a good and simple waste bin that is suitable 
for both the park and the city street. The curved 
sides make Solo visually slimmer despite its solid 
100-liter capacity. Round holes and a graphically 
drawn ashtray panel gives Solo a soft and modest 
appearance. Part of the design of the Solo 100 is a
polished concrete plinth that makes the bin heavy 
enough to stand free. Therefore, no additional 
mounting is required. The Nordic conditions have 
been taken into account considering the height 
of the splinth which ensures that the doors open 
smoothly even in snowy winters.

Design by
Sven Sõrmus
iseasi
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NOVE litter bin

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

METAL INSTALLATION EXTRAS

An elliptical-shaped waste bin which has litter openings on both
sides of the product for convenient waste disposal.

The lid of the waste bin has a stainless steel cigarette 
extinguisher.

The liquid that gets into the bin does not run out very easily due 
to the sloping bottom.

Emptying: opened at the front with a triangular key. Inside metal
ring for a quick and convenient installation of the plastic bag.
The large ashtray inside the lid can be emptied into the garbage
bag with a simple movement.

Extery quality without compromise- harmonious design, carefully 
selected materials and engineering considered to the last detail.

Product video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k--0JzeMUGc&t=7s 

Solo 100 is available in stainless steel or in hot-dip
galvanized and powder-coated sheet metal. The
thickness of the zinc layer is 275 g/m² in accordance
with EN 10346:2006.

Material marking in product code:
01-       container
G-        anti-graffiti coating

The use of the legend on the example of
Solo 100 stainless steel with anti-graffiti
coating and inner container: 
SOL100ss-01-G

Free-standing on a firm base.

Anchored to a firm foundation.

Anti-graffiti coating - we offer the possibility to 
cover the waste bin with antti-graffiti coating. 
The anti-graffiti coating is repellent to the new 
color and makes the surface of the product very 
easy to clean.

Container - possible to choose Solo 100 with a
removable inner container which enables the need 
to use the plastic bags and makes emptying safer 
in the occurrence of broken glass.

RAL recommendation by designer:

RAL 7016
+ graffiti 
protection

Solo 100 - SOL100

Solo 100, stainless steel - SOL100ss

RAL 9007

Capacity: 100 l

RAL 6005 RAL 9016
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